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First XI Draw/Tie 2 2
Jarrah McNichol 

Luke Broderick 
Jack De Bortoli 

This was the most enjoyable game of the season thus far and best 

game we have played in the GPS season. TSS are the best technically 

proficient team we have played against and strongest overall that we 

have faced. Both teams played in a great spirit and no quarter was 

asked for or given. Both teams had a crack and it was an even contest 

until TSS scored half way through the first half - we were on the ropes 

for a good 10 minutes but hung on till half time.

The second half belonged to us. We played higher up the pitch and 

became more of a threat to their goal. Jarrah McNichol scored a classic 

free kick from the edge of the box after the goalkeeper had handled the 

ball outside the area. Soon after, a classic accelerated counter attack 

from our own penalty box, with the ball being played to Jaydahn Hearn 

from Jack De Bortoli who played in to Luke Broderick, who scored a fine 

goal. Soon after TSS scored with a looping header to make it 2-2. Both 

teams had their chances in the last tense few minutes but it was to end 

2-2 in a very entertaining game. 

2nd XI Win 2 1
Harry Searle  1   

Lachlan Brown 1
Toby Burling

Coming off a big win is always tough. Confidence was high, but the 

uncertainty of the TSS quality was also there. To compound that the 

TSS class of 2021 had never been beaten by TGS throughout their high 

school career, they have not lost in 2020 and had kept a clean sheet for 

the current GPS Season. This was always going to be a physical match 

and true to form, TSS came out hard.

Within the first 5 minutes, TGS found an opportunity after a shot from 

Harry Searle landed at the feet of Shelby Ward, only for Shelby’s shot to 

go agonisingly wide of the goal. This seemed to spur on the TSS squad 

who pushed forward wave after wave of attack, only to be denied by 

strong defence from Toby Burling and the quick reflexes of Baxter 

McDonald in goals. At the same time the TGS counter attack produced 

several opportunities at the other end, culminating in a 1-0 lead in the 

18th minute. This continued to be the scoreline at the end of the first 

half..... Fast paced end to end football.

A more controlled and aggressive TGS squad started the second half 

with some great positional play from Cameron Cardillo and Sam Lipp, 

keeping the big midfield of TSS under control and unable to find an 

equaliser. With 10 minutes to go a fumbled save from the TSS keeper 

was pounced upon by Lachlan Brown to double the lead and allow 

some breathing space. TSS found a consolation goal with 2 minutes 

remaining, but our defence held strong, wrapping up the win 2-1, and 

handing TSS their first defeat of the season.

3rd XI Loss 1 3 Isaac Miles Isaac Miles

After a very slow start, where we conceded 2 goals in the first ten 

minutes, the team showed a lot of heart to get themselves back in the 

match. They then dominated the rest of the first half and hit the crossbar 

as well as missing an open goal just before the half time break. We 

carried on the good form into the second half and deservedly pulled a 

goal back, with some great link up play between the midfield and the 

forwards, Thomas Cocks laying off an excellent assist to Isaac Miles 

who slotted calmly into the back of the TSS net. Unfortunately, a 

scrappy goal from a corner against the run of play deep into the second 

half meant that a comeback did not eventuate. However, credit must be 

given to the players who did not let their heads hang down after the 

disappointing start and continued to fight till the end. Great game from 

Man of the Match Isaac Miles, while Doug Plant continued to be solid in 

defense.  4th XI No Match

11A Loss 0 1 Scott Radford 

A game against TSS is always a highlight in any GPS football season 

and provides next years probable first 11 with a marker as to where they 

stand in the pecking order.  A raft of players returned from 1st team 

duties meaning we had our strongest team.  Early in the game it was 

clear that this TSS team were up for the challenge and every contact 

would be contested.  Scott Radford played his strongest game of the 

campaign and was tenacious throughout the contest.  Oliver Reed was 

a thorn in the side and TSS played close attention to this most potent 

threat.  Harrison Tzannes looked comfortable at the back and will need 

to determine soon if this is to be his best position moving in year 12.  A 

defensive error provided TSS with what was to be the defining moment 

of the game and a lead which we never recovered from.  When the 

game ended the disappointment was  clear.  A game we didn’t need to 

lose, but through our own endeavours, one we gave away.

11B Loss 1 2 Darcy Schmidt
Parth Menon and 

Nick Saal

Although the Toowoomba lads enjoyed quality possession of the ball, 

and fought vigorously to win back lost balls, they were, as a team, 

unwilling to contest for the 50-50 long ball. This has been a shortcoming 

over the course of the season which, once rectified will allow the boys to 

experience the joy of winning much more frequently. When in control 

and attacking, we looked dangerous. The boys spent a great deal of 

time in the attacking third, but were only able to capitalise once. A long 

ball from Fred Smolenski travelled untouched and bounced well for Nick 

Saal. Nick’s shot was saved by the keeper, but Darcy Schmidt was 

ready to collect the scraps and start his late charge for the golden boot. 

There was some excellent work from all of the boys on pitch today. 

Stand out performances (on top of the three already mentioned) include 

Paarth Menon, Nicholas O’Sullivan, and William Titterton. 

11C Loss 0 3 No Darcy S  

All round a close fought battle between the two teams with TSS only 

slightly getting the edge over us. Great link up play and passing resulted 

in a good couple of goal scoring chances with the boys just unable to 

find the back of the net. Having no subs, it was impressive to see 

everyone still continue to work hard all game right until the final whistle.

FB Round 7 vs TSS



10A Win 3 1
Harry Graham 2 Zac 

Pherous 1
Zac Pherous 

The boys started well with both sides creating a number opportunities in 

front of goal.TSS were first to score. Five minutes later Harry Graham 

scored with a free kick.  We went into half time with the score at 1 all . 

We started the second half stronger Taku Doherty,  Luke Parish & 

Sewmith “TJ” Samarawickrama were great in attack & in defence. Our 

second goal came from a great strike from Harry Graham and our third 

goal came from a 30 yard free kick from Zac Pherous, who was 

outstanding organising his troops around him . Tom Brown,  Lewie Elder 

& Harry Tate also had good games . Over all not our best game but 

great to get our first home game win. Well done lads!

10B Win 2 1
Nick Brown                    

Tom Whitcombe
Will Smith

For the 3rd week in a row the men of TGS have remained unbeaten. 

With a another courageous 2nd half fight back to claim the title of 

comeback kings. Sheer determination from Will Smith to defend our 

goals and superb keeping from Cameron Apel created opportunities for 

our midfield to work their magic. This gave the forwards time and space 

to score two crucial goals, to snatch victory from the jaws of defeat 

again 

10C Win 7 2

Patrick Ostwald 3              

Darcy Neal 1              

Will Higgins 2               

Charlie Aarons 1

Darcy Neal

Well done on another great game by the boys. This week we merged 

the C and D teams to create the new and improved mighty C's. We 

dominated TSS the whole game and all the boys had a great time. MVP 

was awarded to Darcy Neal with another dominate game on the wing 

and it was fantastic to see Charlie Aarons join the goal scorers. Riley 

O'Leary had a great game in goal. It is fantastic to see just how much 

we have improved over the season.

10D No Match

9A Win 2 0
Ethan Mutsando    

Yousef Taylor
Joshua Zahra 

Best first half we have played all year.  The second half good as well. 

The boys kept the ball well and there was good support play. The boys 

moved the ball quickly, passed with good ball speed and with purpose. 

They pressed well and in the main made good decisions. It was a joy to 

watch at times, giving an old coach a smile and satisfaction. A goal from 

Yousef Taylor set up by a quick ball out from GK Joseph Gray was the 

key. Magic job Joseph. In the second half  a sublime finish from Ethan 

Mutsando was enough to win the game. Winning is nice but I look at our 

performance as my guide to how we are progressing. Our back 5 

marshalled by Ben Miller and Kai Richardson was top drawer. Our 4 mid-

fielders, Yousef Taylor, Joshua Zahra, Ibrahim Taylor and Will Searle 

kept their shape, had great support play and were top drawer. Up front 

Ethan Mutsando and Bailey Mann were a constant threat. It was a good 

all round performance from the boys. A special mention to Bona 

Roberts and Oscar Burey playing out of position and did very well.

We had a spell in the second half when we were getting tired and lost 

our shape, but we recovered well. It wasn't perfect boys.. BUT hey 

neither is the coach, we are all in it together.  Get well message from all 

of us to Max Lomas our GK who was injured last week. Best wishes 

Max, we wish you a speedy recovery from all in the 9 As.

9B Draw/Tie 1 1 Mitch Lancaster Mitch Lancaster 

With a number of players missing due to injury and unavailability the 

TGS 9B men went to work on improving the football they have produced 

all season. High pressing football created some chances in the first half. 

Joe Sippel and Alistair McKay maintained great shape in the middle 

however, once again we go a goal down. The boys didn’t panic and 

Mitch Lancaster found the back of the net after some good build up 

work. Second half was much the same with the lads just not able to find 

the goal. Sam McLennan, Jock Dunlop, Henry McMaster and Will 

Beeton provided good quality football. Well done boys.

9C Win 3 1

Stuart Officer  1          

Sam Coleburn 1         

Kit Lilienstein 1

Stuart Officer 

Tough game for the boys playing with 9 men on the field. Good 

sportsmanship from TSS lending the boys a player in the second half. 

Good start, scoring the first 2 goals and not conceding before the half! A 

cracker of a goal by Stuart Officer, bending the ball around the near 

post, inside of the far post, from not too far out from the goal line. 

Superb technique and a finish like Becks (David Beckham).

Kit Lilienstein, our goalkeeper had a run on the field and charged 

through the middle, coming onto a through ball to hit it, sinking it into the 

back of the net. Excellent finish from Sam Coleburn. Great work rate, 

and attitude. 

9D No Match

8A Win 4 0

Matthew Jacobs 2       

Emmanuel Geu 1      

Tristan Hearn 1

Max Nielsen

A complete team performance from the outset. The back 4 who were 

not at their best last week, responded as good players do, superb with 

and without the ball. Throw in the increased awareness of the midfeild 

under captain Daniel Fenwick-Blower and the powerhouse front prongs. 

However, today the back 4 were the catalyst of our go forward and set 

piece execution, as well as blunting every attack by TSS.



8B Loss 10 Lewis Bird

The TGS boys came into the match with greater self belief after some 

promising performances over the last two weeks. The game started with 

both teams trading a couple of early half chances. TSS found their 

rhythm soon after and converted a well constructed goal from within 

their own half. TGS were on the back foot again. Soon after when they 

gave the TSS forward too much time in front of goal, he was able pick 

his spot and give TSS a two goal lead. To their credit the TGS boys 

worked their way back into the game with several chances on goal, only 

to be thwarted by some good saves from the TSS goalkeeper. Half time 

0-2.

TSS came out in the second half with more purpose and had the TGS 

boys on the retreat. Tthey scored a third goal soon after the break. TSS 

were now high on confidence and dominated the game from that point 

on. The TGS boys were constantly second to the ball allowing TSS to 

continually push numbers forward and create numerous chances on 

goal, which they took with not too much resistance. The match was 

called to an end when Harry Haig was accidentally hit in the face with 

the ball which required treatment from the medical team. Final score 0 - 

10. There were some committed performances from Lewis Bird, 

Thompson Nimac and Matthew Johnston for TGS. This was a 

disappointing result for the boys as they had shown such improvement 

throughout the season. They will be looking to make amends with a 

better performance next week against Ipswich.

8C Loss 0 4 Harrison Humphreys

Tough day at the office for the 8C boys coming away with a 4-0 loss to 

football powerhouse TSS. The boys started off slow conceding all 4 

goals in the first 20 minutes. However, the boys got together and 

created numerous opportunities to score. A solid defence line kept TSS 

in their own half for the entirety of the 2nd half. Unfortunately, it wasn't 

our day on the pitch as TSS clinch the win. 

8D Win 3 2

Will Luscombe 1              

James Higgins 1                

Cooper Brown 1

Ben Walker

The team was a little disjointed, losing 3 players to rugby trials. 

Regardless, the 8E volunteers stepped up and filled in. TSS could be 

best described as "chatty" and tested our boys' ability to avoid that part 

of the game. Our captain, Ben Walker provided invaluable defence at 

the back and Cooper Brown carved them up through the middle. A 

testing game that showed the boys' ability to focus soley on the beautiful 

game and filter out the rest of the noise.

8E No Match

7A Loss 1 6 Charlie Parrington 1 George Clifford

Another much improved performance from the boys today. After 

conceding a number of goals early in the match they were able to 

remain competitive and dominate the second half of the game. Going 

into half time we were 5 - 1 down. However, a hard fought second half 

which involved a number of near scoring opportunities saw the final 

score of 6 - 1 to TSS. A tough couple of weeks coming up with games 

against the top two sides, however, with the progress that has been 

made I am sure we will be competitive in both. The scoreline in today’s 

game was no where near reflective of the on field performance. The 

competitiveness of the boys showing through for the final two thirds of 

the game.

7B Draw/Tie 1 1 Rory Webster Cooper Healey

What an outstanding display by the 7Bs today!  A display of 

determination, drive and desire that saw the boys earn their first point of 

the season!  From the first whistle the boys were keen to play and 

pressed high and fast giving the TSS boys little chance to settle on the 

ball.  At the 13 minute mark, birthday boy Rory Webster gave himself a 

present with a looping ball from the right hand side that settled neatly 

into the left hand corner of the goal.  The boys were unlucky to not add 

a second with Sam Peterson driving home a cut back from the byline 

but deliverer Jack McMaster was deemed to have taken the ball just out 

of play. Southport were able to secure a goal before halftime to level, 

but not before goalkeeper Hamza Ali made them work for it with some 

quality saves.  The second half was more of the same with the boys 

working hard and more importantly working together with some great 

team play, allowing us to build up into some great chances. They were 

unlucky not to add a second goal with a chaotic goal mouth scramble.  

Any one of the boys could have walked away with the player of the 

match but this week goes to the ever reliable Cooper Healey, who was 

always composed and was the orchestrator of many of our attacking 

moves.  It is a fantastic feeling to see the hard work of the boys pay off 

with a point on the table.  Hopefully we can show that same energy and 

drive next week against IGS!

7C Loss 1 10 Jack Gobbert Roan Bronkhurst 

Some very good passages of play in the first half but we put our heads 

down in the second half. The boys are still making simple mistakes 

around our own half. 

7D Loss 1 7 Harry Allen
Hudson Dowling 

and Ollie Goddard 

The boys had a close first half and were evenly matched with the TSS 

side. Hudson Dowling captained with some good team encouragement 

and advice. The game saw some great defence and attacking plays. A 

few easy goals were let in late second half but, again the boys put in a 

top effort in defence and applied pressure. Most importantly, the boys 

enjoyed the game! 

6A Loss 2 5
Leo Alexander, 

Galbraith
Alexander Leo

A good performance by the guys this week, which showed the 

improvement the boys have made this year.  A lot of good combinations 

and a great effort.  Great first half: 2-1 to us.

However, we dropped off in the second half 2-5, but the boys still 

showed a good fighting spirit. Probably unlucky, but can’t complain...

We are on the right way!

6B Loss 0 19 Ardelan Murphy

After a lacklustre first half, the 6Bs showed some desire to win the ball 

and improved immensely. Some great attacking play saw Ardelan 

Murphy and Liam O’Mara create some good chances, but unfortunately 

we couldn’t put any away. Louis Cavanagh provided some important 

blocks and Sam Schwennesen continues to get through a mountain of 

work in the midfield. 

5A Draw/Tie 2 2
Ethan Shepherd 1         

Riley Bourke 1
Cooper Wilkinson

Another unlucky game game the 5As who dominated their opponents. 

The game couldn't have started better with Ethan Shepherd banging a 

volley through the goalkeeper from just over half way. A cleverly placed 

finish from Riley Bourke followed however, through a combination of 

bad luck and even worse luck, Southport were able to score 2 and the 

game finished 2 all. Another frustrating week but another great 

performance!



5B Loss 2 4 Noah Brannelly x 2
Noah Bradey and 

Arick Sengaroun

By far the best performance by the mighty 5Bs going down to TSS in a 

nail-biter! For weeks the boys have been working on keeping their 

shape for the full 50 minutes. This was achieved and the proof was in 

the pudding as they were able to compete for both halves of football.

Standout performances were littered across the park however two 

players shone the brightest. Arick Sengaroun and Noah Bradey were 

dual MVPs with both boys dominating on their positions. Special 

mention goes to Noah Brannelly for his brace, with one of his goals a 

contender for goal of the year!!


